Improving Burst Wave Lithotripsy Effectiveness for Small Stones and Fragments by Increasing Frequency: Theoretical Modeling and Ex Vivo Study
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Abstract

Introduction and Objective: In clinical trial NCT03873259, a 2.6-mm lower pole stone was treated transcutaneously and ex vivo with 390-kHz burst wave lithotripsy (BWL) for 40 minutes and failed to break. The stone was subsequently fragmented with 650-kHz BWL after a 4-minute exposure. This study investigated how to fragment small stones and why varying the BWL frequency may more effectively fragment stones to dust.

Methods: A linear elastic theoretical model was used to calculate the stress created inside stones from shock wave lithotripsy (SWL) and different BWL frequencies mimicking the stone’s size, shape, lamellar structure, and composition. To test model predictions about the impact of BWL frequency, matched pairs of stones (1–5 mm) were treated at (1) 390 kHz, (2) 830 kHz, and (3) 390 kHz followed by 830 kHz. The mass of fragments >1 and 2 mm was measured over 10 minutes of exposure.

Results: The linear elastic model predicts that the maximum principal stress inside a stone increases to more than 5.5 times the pressure applied by the ultrasound wave as frequency is increased, regardless of the composition tested. The threshold frequency for stress amplification is proportionate to the wave speed divided by the stone diameter. Thus, smaller stones may be likely to fragment at a higher frequency, but not at a lower frequency below a limit. Unlike with SWL, this amplification in BWL occurs consistently with spherical and irregularly shaped stones. In water tank experiments, stones smaller than the threshold size broke fastest at high frequency (p = 0.0003), whereas larger stones broke equally well to submillimeter dust at high, low, or mixed frequencies.

Conclusions: For small stones and fragments, increasing frequency of BWL may produce amplified stress in the stone causing the stone to break. Using the strategies outlined here, stones of all sizes may be turned to dust efficiently with BWL.
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Introduction

WE ARE DEVELOPING an ultrasound-based burst wave lithotripsy (BWL) system for fragmenting stones in awake subjects. Unlike shock wave lithotripsy (SWL), which uses a single broadband pulse of ultrasound to fragment stones, BWL uses narrowband pulses consisting of multiple cycles of ultrasound. The amplitude of the BWL pulse is lower than with SWL and has the potential to be used as an office-based procedure.

In a clinical trial, BWL has been used to fragment stones in unanesthetized awake subjects. In another trial, conducted during a subject’s standard-of-care ureteroscopy procedure BWL fragmentation was visualized and quantified. These results include a 2.6-mm stone, the smallest one targeted so far, that did not fragment. The stone was basket extracted intact and exposed for an additional 30 minutes to the same BWL settings in a water bath, with still no evidence of fragmentation. The stone was then exposed to a 650-kHz BWL pulse of the same number of cycles, pulse repetition frequency, and peak pressure. After 4 minutes, the stone broke into four fragments all ≤2 mm in largest dimension and ≤1-mm fragments within 30 minutes. With this study, we sought to explain how the change in BWL frequency contributed to fragmentation success.

Studies have shown a decrease in SWL and BWL effectiveness to break a stone if the stone is larger than the beamwidth of the pulse. However, little has been discussed regarding a minimum stone size that can be broken. Theoretically, the smallest size fragments that can be generated using SWL are proportionate to the lithotripter pulse length. Achieving fragments smaller than the pulse length is thought to be a result of cavitation. Similarly, the largest fragments produced by BWL are proportionate to the BWL wavelength, which is the inverse of frequency. In other words, the higher the frequency, the smaller the fragment size, but potentially at the cost of a longer procedure to grow a denser web of cracks.

The question addressed in this article is how the choice of frequency impacts not just the fragment size, but also the size of stone that can be fragmented. The results include a calculation of the stress produced within a stone by the BWL pulse and an ex vivo study of breaking stones of varying sizes using two different frequencies. The outcomes help explain why this particular (2.6 mm) stone did not break clinically and provide insight into optimizing BWL to break stones to submillimeter dust that will have a high likelihood of spontaneous asymptomatic passage.

Methods

Theoretical modeling

The mechanical stresses generated by a BWL burst in a stone of size, structure, and composition similar to the clinically intact (2.6 mm) stone were estimated using a well-established linear elastic model used for investigating the fracture mechanism of SWL. The primary plots show the stress over an initially 50 × 50 mm cross section along the centerline of the stone. For this study, the outputs include the maximum principal stress achieved within the stone, which corresponds to the maximum of all the stresses, the total strain energy in stone, and the damage potential evaluated by the Tuler-Butcher criterion with a value of tensile strength of natural stone listed in Ref. All are common metrics for predicting stone fracture.

Ex vivo experiments

The rate of stone breakage by low (390 kHz) and high (830 kHz) frequency BWL in stones ranging in size of 1–3 mm (Set 1) and 3–5 mm (Set 2) was evaluated in water bath. The 830-kHz transducer was used because it had the same beamwidth (>5 mm) of the 390-kHz transducer to be effective on stones 5 mm and smaller and a frequency predicted to be effective on stones 1 mm and larger; the 650-kHz transducer used above had a narrower beamwidth only appropriate for the 2.6-mm stone. Each set of stones was matched by size and exposed to either the low-frequency or high-frequency burst. In addition, a third set of 3–5 mm stones was exposed to a combination of low-frequency burst followed by a high-frequency burst (Mixed Set).

Stones. All stones were predominately calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) (>95% as measured by infrared spectroscopy), and all were hydrated for more than 1 week before the experiment. All stones were weighed wet before use. COM stones are the most common type, and other stone compositions were investigated in our companion article by Sapozhnikov and colleagues.

Setup. The stone was held in a water-filled depression in a tissue mimicking phantom simulating a calyx (Fig. 1). The depression was cylindrical with a 5-mm-diameter × 10-mm-deep well with a pointed bottom that ensured the stone and fragments stayed at the focus. The transducer pointed downward at the phantom in a water bath at 50% oxygen saturation. The conditions were chosen to mimic thresholds for cavitation in vivo as measured with the 390-kHz frequency, and exposure conditions for clinical trials with 390 kHz were chosen to avoid formation of a cavitation cloud. The inline ultrasound imaging is used to detect if a cavitation cloud
forms, and treatment is then paused. No cavitation clouds were observed in the current experiment with either frequency.

Fragments were removed from the phantom every 2.5 minutes and passed through a 1-mm sieve. The remaining (residual) fragments that did not pass through the sieve were weighed and then passed through a 2-mm sieve. The residual fragments that did not pass through the 2-mm sieve were again weighed. All stones >1 mm were returned to the phantom for more treatment.

**Exposure parameters.** The BWL therapy was delivered using two separate transducers for the different frequencies, but both had the same beamwidth, which was 6 mm and wider than the maximum dimension of all the stones. The exposure consisted of 6 MPa peak negative pressure, 20-cycle pulse duration, and 10-Hz pulse repetition frequency. This was consistent with the clinical dose taking into consideration tissue attenuation. All stones were exposed for 10 minutes maximum. In the mixed frequency case, the first 2.5-minute exposure was at low frequency and the remaining 7.5-minute exposure was at high frequency.

**Analysis.** The residual masses were normalized to the initial mass and averaged at each time point for each exposure, sieve size, and stone (set) size. Large stones and small stones were analyzed separately. The rates of comminution were statistically compared in two approaches: interval-censored time-to-event data and longitudinal data analysis based on the remaining percentages. Time-to-event data included two approaches—generalized log-rank and a Cox proportional hazard model for interval-censored data. The longitudinal data analysis approach was used to predict the probability outcome of complete comminution based on the remaining residual stone masses, analyzed overall and at each time point.

Linear mixed-effects models were used with a random intercept for stone level, and another random intercept at the matching level. Time was treated as a categorical variable, for the time trend is nonlinear. The frequency effects were analyzed by comparing the longitudinal mean profiles across different frequencies. All duplicate measures agreed on statistical significance \( p\)-value <0.05, and the highest \( p\)-value is presented.

**Results**

The extracted stone was approximately spherical (Fig. 2a). Microcomputed tomography measured the stone as 2.6×2.5×1.8 mm. The stone had a COM core surrounded by a thin calcium oxalate dihydrate (COD) shell (Fig. 2b).

**Theoretical modeling**

Three stones were modeled: a 2.6-mm spherical COM-only stone, a 2.6-mm spherical COM stone with a COD shell,
and an asymmetric shape emulating the extracted stone. Figure 3 shows the maximum stress along the centerline of the stone. Except the last column that shows the stress, the maximum stress is normalized by the peak negative pressure of the BWL pulse to highlight the amplification of the stress within the stone. A single-cycle pulse, such as SWL, creates negligible amplification as does a 390-kHz BWL burst for this size stone. However, the 650-kHz BWL burst creates a stress within the stone that is more than five times the pressure applied. The result is consistent even when including the COD shell on the stone and the irregular nonspherical shape of the stone as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the amplification of the stress at the center of a COM spherical stone over the applied acoustic pressure for a 10-cycle, 6 MPa BWL pulse at the same two frequencies (390 and 650 kHz) for two stone sizes. At 390 kHz, the pressure within the 2.6-mm stone more than doubled to 17 MPa. For a larger (4.5 mm) stone, the amplification was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>One cycle (e.g. SWL) 100% COM</th>
<th>10-cycle BWL 100% COM</th>
<th>10-cycle BWL COM with COD Shell</th>
<th>10-cycle BWL Asymmetric shape 100% COM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Simulated image of the peak maximum principal stress along the centerline of the stone. The upper column shows stress induced by 390-kHz lithotripsy burst and the lower shows stress induced by a 650-kHz lithotripsy burst. The scale (−6 to 6) is maximum stress divided by the incident pressure and represents the amplification of the applied pressure. A single cycle, similar to the shape of an SWL pulse, produces little stress and negligible amplification in the 2.6-mm-diameter spherical stone regardless of the frequency. The second column shows the results from a 10-cycle BWL pulse, where the lower frequency produces little stress in the stone, but the higher frequency yields 5.5 times the applied pressure within the stone. Adding a COD shell (column 3) increases the stress within the stone slightly, because of COD’s slower sound speed; however, significant amplification of the incident pressure within the stone is still only achieved at 650 kHz. The trend is similar for the irregularly shaped stone (scale in this column is stress, not amplification). SWL = shock wave lithotripsy. Color images are available online.
more than 5.5 times to 34 MPa. Alternatively, the amplification was 5.5 times to 34 MPa for both the 2.6- and 4.5-mm stones at the higher frequency. Thus, selection of the frequency increased the stress in the stone by a factor of five and a half to a level sufficient to break the stone. This is consistent with the result that the 390-kHz BWL did not break the 2.6-mm stone, but the 650-kHz BWL did.

Ex vivo experiments

Twenty stones were included within each test population for a total of 100 stones fragmented. Figure 6 (upper) shows the average mass fraction of small stone (1–3 mm) fragments >1 mm remaining at each time point (a), and the probability of the stone being completely broken to <1 mm fragments (b) based on the remaining fragments at each time point. The stones exposed to the higher (830 kHz) frequency broke the small stones faster and more completely. For all three statistical models, the fragmentation of 1–3 mm to <1 mm size at 830 kHz is statistically better than at 390 kHz ($p = 0.0003$). Because a fraction of the stones within this group start smaller than the 2 mm sieve, those data are not presented.

Figure 6 (lower) shows the mass fraction of large stone (3–5 mm) fragments over 2 mm (c) and over 1 mm (d) remaining at each time point for high, low, and mixed frequencies. There are no statistical differences ($p = 0.2055$). For this size range (3–5 mm) at these frequencies for equal beamwidths greater than the stone size, there was no detriment to using high frequency, which breaks smaller stones better, to also break larger stones. Although not statistically significant, there is a trend of improved comminution effectiveness with the mixed frequencies. The statistical results for the fraction of stones are consistent with the longitudinal data analysis.
Only one time point (at 5 minutes) was found to be significant, but significance was lost when the model was adjusted for multiplicity.

Discussion and Conclusions

Theoretical modeling and ex vivo experiment showed a statistically significant benefit of fragmenting small, ≤3 mm, stones using multiple cycles at a higher frequency relative to a lower frequency capable of breaking a 3–5-mm stone. This concept potentially contributed to the lack of fragmentation of a small, 2.6 mm, stone clinically at 390 kHz. The increase in fragmentation effectiveness correlates with an amplification of the incident pressure within the stone. The threshold frequency at which amplification initiates is approximately the ultrasound wave speed divided by stone size. Above the threshold frequency, the pressure of the applied BWL in the simulation was amplified five and a half times. Amplification was consistent for the stone shape, structure, and composition. Ultimately, on average, 87% of the stone mass of 1–3-mm stones and 30% of the stone mass of 3–5-mm stones were broken to submillimeter dust in 10 minutes. For the conditions tested, we suspect particularly a beam-width larger than the stone, the high frequency was not slower
than low frequency at breaking the larger stones, and the one method of mixing frequencies that was tested might indicate that mixing frequencies may accelerate comminution to dust.

Although 4-mm residual fragments have historically been considered insignificant, modern ureteroscopy techniques often aim to dust the stone to 1-mm fragments or smaller, and as such, the clinical implications of this work are twofold. One, a potential application for BWL is the fragmentation of small symptomatic or asymptomatic stones or residual fragments before they require surgical intervention. We are embarking on a new randomized-controlled trial (NCT04796792) to test BWL and ultrasonic propulsion together to facilitate clearance of small kidney stones; this work provides guidance toward selecting a frequency effective for small stones. Two, changing the BWL frequency as the stone breaks has the potential to more efficiently break-even large stones to dust. In this case, by starting with a lower frequency to rapidly generate fragments and then transitioning to a higher frequency to turn the fragments to fine dust.

Our modeling calculations were limited here to COM stones with no attenuation and uniform composition. The mechanism of action described here is the reverberation of sound within the stone allows for focusing and constructive interference of waves and reflections. The attenuation of stones is known within a range considered with our model in a physics-centered companion article. Were attenuation much greater than that range, then the waves would be too quickly absorbed to reverberate and obtain the stress amplifications reported here.

Likewise, linear elastic models are used to predict the stress, with the highest stresses having the highest probability of growing cracks. The cracks or other heterogeneities other than irregular shapes and lamellar structures were not considered here. However, cracks such as surface features related to irregular shapes concentrate the stress that created them, and tone-burst reflections from cracks can also further add to regions of high stress throughout the stone. The companion article shows that the amplification occurs for stones of different homogeneous compositions and a range of parameters suitable for heterogeneous stones and can be greater than the amplification seen for COM stones. COM stones appear to have the highest threshold frequency; thus, selecting an operational frequency for a COM stone should also be effective for stones of the same size, but different composition.

The primary limitation of the current study is that small stones were studied because the focus was on the range of stone sizes where higher than the current clinical frequencies were beneficial. Although no stones larger than 5 mm were broken here, it was shown that stones up to 5 mm could be broken to dust and hinted that the process might be accelerated by using a lower followed by a higher frequency. It appears the fragments created from a larger stone are slightly smaller than the threshold size for a small stone to be broken at the same frequency, indicating that this threshold may also be related to the size of fragments generated from a large stone.

This article neglects cavitation and focuses on elastic waves, as these have been demonstrated to correlate with the location and presence of fractures. Although cavitation, which is neglected in the model, and surface waves, which are included in the model, are thought to contribute to stone erosion and may initiate fracture, stones and fragments do not appear to erode significantly in BWL, particularly hard stones such as COM, but rather fracture into fragments as seen in this study. In addition, cavitation would be expected to have the opposite effect to that measured: cavitation decreases with frequency yet here fragmentation increased with frequency.

The practical limitation to clinical application is the transducer. An encouraging conclusion of this study is that the frequency does not have to be tuned for a specific stone, only selected to be above a threshold value to achieve higher stress. However, it is easier to make a broad beam at lower frequency, and all transducers are limited to isolated or limited ranges of frequencies and cannot be used at all frequencies of potential interest.

Nevertheless, techniques exist to make the BWL beam broader. Also, nonlinear acoustics can be used to generate waves that contain several harmonic frequencies, and transducers often work at their fundamental frequency and at a frequency three times higher, providing ways of obtaining low and high frequencies without changing transducers. In addition, higher frequency is more readily attenuated by tissue, but even for a large skin-to-stone distance with ultrasound (10 cm), the energy loss is 7% at 390 kHz and 13% at 830 kHz.

In conclusion, a small stone did not break after a 40-minute BWL exposure at one frequency, but then broke completely after a 4-minute exposure to a higher frequency with the same pulse duration, pulse repetition frequency, and incident pressure level. The result is consistent with theoretical elastic wave modeling that shows amplification of stone stress beyond the applied acoustic pressure in the stone above a threshold frequency for a given stone size. In the simulation presented here, the amplification was greater than five times the applied pressure and occurred for stones of different compositions, structures, and shapes. Overall, the work supports that adjusting BWL frequency can accelerate stone comminution and enhance fragmentation to submillimeter fragments.
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